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This document contains important information that should be kept within our circuit of 
relationship and therefore after the delivering of this document we request that a small group of 
people may have access to it and should only use the information for the business between this 
two companies only. 
 
The concepts, brands and operations contained in this document with the only exception of third 
party brands, are all registered in the Industrial Property for the use of referred markets and 
cannot be used otherwise. 
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This project consists on the build of a mobile application directed to 
Sports which main goal is to complementarize the existing system 
BugaSport(http://www.bugasport.com). Beyond the informative section, 
it pretends to provide a loyalty system that the final user could get 
advantages as the earning of points (smiles) by using some services (in 
gyms, sport associations), buying products in sport stores or attending 
some sport events in the subscribed Entities.  
 
The system will be based in LBS (Location-Based Services) and excludes 
the use of loyalty cards, which becomes its management more practical 
and intuitive for the final users. 
 



INTRODUCTION (CONT.) 
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As well as the mobile application,  sports Entities will have access to a 
web backoffice, where after getting the service they can validate the 
transactions made by the mobile users (purchases, exchanges and 
promotions subscribing).  
 
With this, these institutions will have the chance of increase the amount 
of potential customers/sports enthusiasts in their classes/ events through 
the big divulgation this system can bring. 



LBS - CONCEPT 
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This is a kind of services implemented 

for communication terminals/3G mobile 

devices that allow users / devices 

locate people, vehicles, facilities, 

services or machines. They can use as 

a communication base GPS, Maps, 
GSM, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth.  

It can be started from: 

 

Users : Knowing the location of a specific place and how 

to get there; 

 
LBS Servers: : Detecting the proximity of potential 

customers for a particular site that is making promotional 

campaigns and immediately sends Broadcast Messages to 
users who are covered by a radius predefined. 

   
 



MOBILE APP FEATURES  
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1) Select the kind 
of sports to search 

2) Select the category 3) See localization by 
map/list of the result of the 
search 



MOBILE APP FEATURES (CONT.)  
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Category description 

Name Info Description 

Perfil User’s general info;  
Watch smiles balance; 
See the historic of subscribed sport activities ; 

Events Consult the current events; 
See details of na event and allow the user to 
subscribe in it. 

Gyms/HealthClubs Localize and see the details of gyms/ healthclubs in 
the map/list. 

Pavilions Localize and see the details of pavilions in the 
map/list. 
Make a reservation. 



MOBILE APP FEATURES (CONT.) 
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Name Info Description 

Sports Medicine Search  clinics localization; 
Watch their detailed info; 
Get Discounts 

News See the news related to sports events 

Sports Betting Place a bet in smiles over an event/game occuring 
at the moment (see 11th slide) 

Stores Get the localization of sport stores. Get smiles 
buying products in them.  
Exchange smiles by products. 



BACKOFFICE 
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In the backoffice web the following tasks are available: 

Validation of transactions made by users via mobile 
(purchases/exchanges/transactions) 
 
 
 

Marcar 

como válido Marcar 

como  

inválido 



FUNCIONALIDADES  BACKOFFICE (CONT.) 
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Betting Section: Create a bet over a game ocurring in his instalations; 
validate bets created by users;  
Validation of the renting  of instalations (pavilions) made by users via 
mobile. 
 
 

Create and send promotions to the nearest users: 
 



BETS 
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The final user and the sport entity administration can submit bets in the 
respective sections of the mobile app /backoffice, where: 

The bet must be validated by the entity where the game is going to be, 
otherwise he doesn’t gain smiles with his own bet even he wins. 
A limited number of bets registration is allowed (e.g 3). 
He can place a bet in himself in case of betting over teams of 1 element 
being him one of them. 

If submitted by a final user (player) 



BETS (CONT.) 
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It’s automatically valid in the system. 

The bets are defined by the following fields: 

Name Description 

Team / Single person’s name Team or person that is about 

Game Title of the game 

Bet Type Win / Lose / Even (just this 3 values) 

Begin time Time of the beguinning of the game 

End time Time of the game’s ending 

SmilesValue The smiles value to place in bet. 

If submitted by a Sport Entity: 



APOSTAS (CONT.) 
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Hipóteses Resultado 

A ganha 100 smiles são automaticamente 
acrescentados ao saldo definitivo a A 
após a hora final 

A perde 100 smiles são retirados do saldo 
definitivo de A após a hora final (*) 

A  x B empatam 100 smiles são retirados do saldo 
definitivo de A após a hora final 

Ex: A e B estão num jogo de ténis, e A fez a seguinte aposta: 
Aposta: Se A ganhar obtém 100 smiles 

(*) Nota: Se ao retirar o saldo do jogador ficar negativo, fica automaticamente a 0.  

As apostas são aplicadas sobre o saldo definitivo e não sobre o saldo 
pendente, visto que os valores ganhos/perdidos não estão sujeitos a 
validação por parte de um operador. 



LOYALTY 
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The final User can earn smiles by:  

 Promotions (this englobes products/services from stores, clinics, gyms, 
healthclubs) 
Purchases in stores 
 Participations in sports events (it will be assinged by the sport entity just 
in case of proving the user was there) 
Winning bets 
 

The correspondence between 1 smile  and an amount of money is the 
same for all the subscribing Entities. Is their responsability to define the 
value in smiles of the services/products they offer. 



LOYALTY (CONT.) 
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The User can exchange a certain amount of smiles by products/services 
in any entity /institution that implement our system. 

All ways of earning smiles are under validation by the entities where 
these transactions were performed. The quantity of smiles for each 
transaction is added to the Pendent Balance until validation, except in 
case of betting.  
 
After the validation, this number of smiles is taken from this Balance and 
is added to Efective Balance.  Just with enough amount of smiles in this 
balance is possible to make valid exchanges /bets. 



ADVANTAGES 
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Encourage in na advantage and funny way (through smiles and betting) 
all people to practise sports; 

 
Get quick access to news and information about ocorring events wich 
normally are not available for general users in a esay way; 

 
Get information about discounts in case of beeing interested in 
practicing some sport; 

 
Get discounts in tratitional commerce stores. 
 
 

Final User 



ADVANTAGES(CONT.) 
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Increase the number of partners/people practicing sports in the 
appropriate places (gyms, associations, pavilions, health clubs),  which 
contributes to the economical growth of these places. 

 
Advertise quickly and with the minimum of resources products, services 
or special events; 

 
Being at the forefront in the new technologies without further expenses 
in specific devices, once it’s directed to smartphones (almost every 
people has one); 

Sport Entity 



END 


